Esterline Control & Communication Systems

The leading international provider of HMI technologies, safety-critical software, and audio and data solutions for high-reliability applications in aerospace and defense.
Esterline Control & Communication Systems

- Five trusted brands with proven solutions
- Best-in-class suppliers with global reach and technological synergies
- An enduring commitment to continuous improvement and R&D investment

AVISTA

- Safety-critical systems and software engineering services
- AS-9100 and CMMI appraised
- Avionics (DO-178B/C and DO-254): fixed wing, rotary wing, UAVs
- Medical electronics (FDA 510(k) and IEC 62034)
- Maritime and land-vehicle solutions
- Electronic hardware validation
- Automated test stations
- Software and hardware certification services

Korry

- Engineered HMI components and subsystems
- Integrated cockpit controls
- Industry-leading switches and indicators
- High-performance touchscreen controls
- Data collectors and concentrators
- Nightshield night-vision filters
Mason

- Flight-control HMI solutions: grips, cyclics, throttles, pedal assemblies
- HaWC unmanned-systems controllers
- Cursor-control devices
- Janco rotary switches, potentiometers, and optical encoders

Palomar

- Secure Communication Systems (SCS) solutions for airborne, shipborne, and ground applications
- Voice/video/data switching
- Open and scalable system architecture for multiple crew positions to match mission requirements
- Highly flexible configuration through software
- TEMPEST leaders

Racal Acoustics

- Communication systems and hearing protection
- Digital, plug-and-play solutions
- In-the-ear and lightweight headsets, handsets, and telephones
- Medium to high-noise binaural headsets
- Advanced press-to-talk control units

For more information, please visit us at www.esterline.com/controlandcommunication.
Esterline Control & Communication Systems

- Worldwide network of sales representatives
- Comprehensive range of highly engineered off-the-shelf and customized solutions
- Industry-leading quality assurance and after-sales support

To learn more about us, visit www.esterline.com/controlandcommunication.